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Abstract—A challenging and important objective for
analyzing real-world graphs is to achieve scalable performance on large graphs. Competitive benchmarks and
challenges have proven to be an effective means to advance state-of-the-art performance and foster community
collaboration. Past graph challenges such as Graph500
address problems such as search and path-finding with subquadratic complexity. However, some analyses on graphs
with real-world applications are NP-hard. Graph partition
is a well-known example. Although graph partition, as
a combinatorial problem, is NP-hard, existing relaxation
methods provide good approximate solutions with subquadratic complexity and hence can scale to large graphs.
This paper describes a graph partition challenge with a
baseline partition algorithm that has such desired properties. Furthermore, the algorithm employs rigorous Bayesian
inferential methods based on a statistical model that captures characteristics of the real-world graphs. This strong
foundation enables the algorithm to address limitations of
well-known graph partition approaches such as modularity
maximization. This paper describes various aspects of the
challenge including: (1) the data sets and graph generator,
(2) the baseline partition algorithm with pseudocode, (3) an
argument for the correctness of parallelizing the Bayesian
updates, (4) different parallel computation strategies such
as node-based parallelism and matrix-based parallelism,
(5) evaluation metrics for both partition correctness and
computational requirements, (6) preliminary timing of a
Python-based demonstration code and the open source C++
code, and (7) considerations for partitioning the graph in
a streaming fashion. Data sets and source code for the
algorithm as well as metrics, with detailed documentation
are available at GraphChallenge.org.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the era of big data, analysis and algorithms often
need to scale up to large data sets for real-world applications. With the rise of social media and network data,
algorithms on graphs face the same challenge. Competitive benchmarks and challenges have proven to be an
effective means to advance state-of-the-art performance
and foster community collaboration. Previous benchmarks such as Graph500 [1] and the Pagerank Pipeline
[2] are examples of such, targeting analysis of large
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graphs and focusing on problems with sub-quadratic
complexity, such as search, path-finding, and PageRank
computation. However, some analyses on graphs with
valuable applications are NP-hard. The graph partition
and the graph isomorphism (i.e. matching) problems
are well-known examples. Although these problems are
NP-hard, existing relaxation methods provide good approximate solutions with sub-quadratic complexity and
hence can scale to large graphs [3], [4], especially
with the aid of high performance computing hardware
platform such as massively parallel CPUs and GPUs. To
promote algorithmic and computational advancement in
these two important areas of graph analysis, our team
has implemented a challenge for graph isomorphism [5]
and graph partition at GraphChallenge.org. This paper
describes the graph partition challenge.
Graph partition, also known as community detection
and graph clustering, is an important problem with many
real-world applications. The objective of graph partition
is to discover the distinct community structure of the
graph, specifically the community membership for each
node in the graph. The partition gives much insight to
the interactions and relationships between the nodes and
enables detection of nodes belonging to certain communities of interest. Much prior work has been done in the
problem space of graph partition, with a comprehensive
survey in [6]. The most well-known algorithm is probably the spectral method by [7] where partition is done
through the eigenspectrum of the modularity matrix.
Most of the existing partition algorithms work through
the principle of graph modularity where the graph is partitioned into communities (i.e. modules) that have much
stronger interactions within them than between them.
Typically, partitioning is done by maximizing the graph
modularity [8]. [9] extends the concept of modularity
for time-dependent, multiscale, and multiplex graphs.
Modularity maximization is an intuitive and convenient
approach, but has inherent challenges such as resolution
limit on the size of the detectable communities [10],
degeneracies in the objective function, and difficulty in
identifying the optimal number of communities [11].
To address these challenges, recent works perform
graph partition through membership estimation based on

generative statistical models. For example, [12], [13],
[14], [15] estimate community memberships using the
degree corrected stochastic blockmodels [16], and [17]
proposes a mixed-memberships estimation procedure
by applying tensor methods to the mixed-membership
stochastic blockmodels [18]. The baseline partition algorithm for this challenge is based on [13], [14], [15],
because of its rigorous statistical foundation and subquadratic computational requirement. Under this approach, each community is represented as a “block” in
the model. Going forward, this paper will use the term
“block” as the nomenclature for a community or a graph
cluster.
When some nodes in the graph have known memberships a priori, these nodes can serve as “cues” in
the graph partition problem. [19] is an example of such
using random walks on graph. This challenge will focus
on the graph partition problem where such cues are not
available.
This paper describes the graph partition challenge
in detail, beginning with Section II on the data sets
and graph generator. Section III describes the baseline
partition algorithm, including pseudocode on the core
Bayesian updates. Section IV focuses on the parallel
computation of the baseline algorithm, argues for the
correctness of parallelizing the Bayesian updates, then
proposes parallel computation strategies such as nodebased parallelism and matrix-based parallelism. Section
V describe the evaluation metrics for both partition
correctness and computational requirements, including
a preliminary timing of a Python-based demonstration
code and the open source C++ code [20]. Considerations
for partitioning the graph in a streaming fashion are
given throughout the paper.
II. DATA S ETS
The data sets for this challenge consist of graphs of
varying sizes and characteristics. Denote a graph G “
pV, Eq, with the set V of N nodes and the set E of E
edges. The edges, represented by a N ˆ N adjacency
matrix A, can be either directed or undirected, binary
or weighted. Specifically, Aij is the weight of the edge
from node i to node j. A undirected graph will have a
symmetric adjacency matrix.
In order to evaluate the partition algorithm implementation on graphs with a wide range of realistic
characteristics, graphs are generated according to a truth
partition b: of B : blocks (i.e. clusters), based on the
degree-corrected stochastic blockmodels by Karrer and
Newman in [16]. Under this generative model, each
edge, Aij , is drawn from a Poisson distribution of rate
λij governed by the equations below:

Aij

„ Poissonpλij q

(1)

λij

“ θi θj Ωbi bj

(2)

where θi is a correction term that adjusts node i’s expected degree, Ωbi bj the strength of interaction between
block bi and bj , and bi the block assignment for node i.
The degree-corrected stochastic blockmodels enable the
generation of graphs with characteristics and variations
consistent with real-world graphs. The degree correction
term for each node can be drawn from a Power-Law
distribution with an exponent between ´3 and ´2 to
capture the degree distribution of realistic, scale-free
graphs [21]. The block interaction matrix Ω specifies the
strength of within- and between-block (i.e. community)
interactions. Stronger between-block interactions will
increase the block overlap, making the block partition
task more difficult. Lastly, the block assignment for each
node (i.e. the truth partition b: ) can be drawn from
a multinomial distribution with a Dirichlet prior that
determines the amount of variation in size between the
blocks. Figure 1 shows generated graphs of various characteristics by adjusting the parameters of the generator.
These parameters server as “knobs” that can be dialed to
capture a rich set of characteristics for realism and also
for adjusting the difficulty of the block partition task.

(a) baseline

(b) increased block overlap

(c) higher block size variation

(d) more high degree nodes

Fig. 1. Generated graphs with varying characteristics. Nodes are
colored and shaped according to their true block assignments. Graphs
are typically much larger. Small graphs are shown here for the purpose
of demonstration. For simplicity and clarity, the edge directions (i.e.
arrows) are not displayed.

Real-world graphs will also be included in the data
sets. Since the truth partition is not available in most
real-world graphs, generated graphs with truth will be
embedded with the real-world graphs. While the entire
graph will be partitioned, evaluation on the correctness
of the partition will be done only on the generated
part of the hybrid graph. Embedding will be done by
adding edges between nodes in the real-world graph and
the generated graph, with a relatively small probability
proportional to the product of both node degrees.
The block partition graph challenge also aims to
process the input graph in a streaming fashion, where
parts of the input graph become available at different
points in time. Streaming data sets are produced by
simply breaking the entire input graph into pieces and
allowing each piece of the graph to become available
to the partition algorithm at different stages in time.
The baseline partition algorithm for this challenge is a
natural fit for processing streaming graphs, which will
be discussed in Section III.
III. BASELINE A LGORITHM
The baseline graph partition algorithm for this challenge, chosen for its rigorous statistical foundation and
sub-quadratic, OpE log2 Eq, computational requirement,
is developed by Tiago Peixoto in [13], [14], [15] based
on the degree-corrected stochastic blockmodels by Karrer and Newman in [16]. Given the input graph, the
algorithm partitions the nodes into B blocks (i.e. clusters
or communities), by updating the nodal block assignment represented by vector b of N elements where
bi P t1, 2, ..., Bu, and the inter-block and intra-block
edge count matrix (typically sparse in a large graph) represented by M of size B ˆ B, where each element Mij
represents the number or the total weight of edges going
from block i to block j. The diagonal elements represent
the edge counts within each block. For conciseness, this
matrix will be referred to as the inter-block edge count
matrix going forward. The goal of the algorithm is to
recover the truth partition b: of B : blocks (i.e. clusters).
The algorithm performs a Fibonacci search (i.e. golden
section search) [22] through different numbers of blocks
B and attempts to find the minimum description length
partition. The best overall partition b˚ with the optimal
number of block B ˚ minimize the total description
length of the model and the observed graph (i.e. entropy
of the fitted model). To avoid being trapped in local
minima, the algorithm starts with each node in its own
block (i.e. B “ N ) and the blocks are merged at each
step of the Fibonacci search, followed by iterative Monte
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) updates on the block
assignment for each node to find the best partition for
the current number of blocks. The block-merge moves
and the nodal updates are both governed by the same

underlying log posterior probability of the partition given
the observed graph:
ˆ
ppb|Gq 9

ÿ
t1 ,t2

Mt1 t2 log

M t1 t2
dt1 ,out dt2 ,in

˙
(3)

The log posterior probability is a summation over all
pairs of blocks t1 and t2 where dt1 ,out is the total outdegree for block t1 and dt2 ,in is the total in-degree for
block t2 . Note that in computing the posterior probabilities on the block assignments, the sufficient statistics
for the entire graph is only the inter-block edge counts,
giving much computational advantage for this algorithm.
Another nice property of the log posterior probability is
that it is also the negative entropy of the fitted model.
Therefore, maximizing the posterior probability of the
partition also minimizes the overall entropy, fitting nicely
into the minimum description length framework. The
block-merge moves and the nodal block assignment
updates are described in detail next, starting with the
nodal updates.
A. Nodal Block Assignment Updates
The nodal updates are performed using the Monte
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC), specifically with Gibbs
sampling and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm since
the partition posterior distribution in Equation 3 does
not have a closed-form and is best sampled one node at
a time. At each MCMC iteration, the block assignment
of each node i is updated conditional on the assignments
of the other nodes according to the conditional posterior distribution: ppbi |b´i , Gq. Specifically, the block
assignment bi for each node i is updated based on the
edges to its neighbors, AiNi and ANi i , the assignments
of its neighbors, bNi , and the inter-block edge count,
M . For each node i, the update begins by proposing
a new block assignment. To increase exploration, a
block is randomly chosen as the proposal with some
predefined probability. Otherwise, the proposal will be
chosen from the block assignments of nodes nearby to
i. The new proposal will be considered for acceptance
according to how much it changes the log posterior
probability. The acceptance probability is adjusted by
the Hastings correction, which accounts for potential
asymmetry in the directions of the proposal to achieve
the important detailed balance condition that ensures
the correct convergence of the MCMC. Algorithm 1
in Appendix A is a detailed description of the block
assignment update ř
at each node, using some additional
notations: dt,in “ ř k Mkt is the number of edges into
block t, dt,out “ k Mtk the number of edges out of
block t, dt “ dt,in ` dt,out the number of edges into and
out of block t, Kit the number of edges between nodes
i and block t, and β is the update rate that controls the

balance between exploration and exploitation. The block
assignments are updated for each node iteratively until
convergence when the improvement in the log posterior
probability falls below a threshold.
B. Block-Merge Moves
The block-merge moves work in almost identical
ways as the nodal updates described in Algorithm 1 in
Appendix A, except that it takes place at the block level.
Specifically, a block-merge move proposes to reassign all
the nodes belonging to the current block i to a proposed
block s. In other words, it is like applying Algorithm 1
on the block graph where each node represents the entire
block (i.e. all the nodes belonging to that block) and each
edge represents the number of edges between the two
blocks. Another difference is that the block-merges are
done in a greedy manner to maximize the log posterior
probability, instead of through MCMC. Therefore, the
Hastings correction computation step and the proposal
acceptance step are not needed. Instead, the best merge
move over some number of proposals is computed for
each block according to the change in the log posterior
probability, and the top merges are carried out to result
in the number of blocks targeted by the Fibonacci search.
C. Put It All Together
Overall, the algorithms shifts back and forth between
the block-merge moves and the MCMC nodal updates,
to find the optimal number of blocks B ˚ with the
resulting partition b˚ . Optimality is defined as having
the minimum overall description length, H, of the model
and the observed graph given the model:
B2
E

˙
Mrs
`N log B ´ Mrs log
H“Eh
dr,out ds,in
r,s
(4)
where the function hpxq “ p1 ` xq logp1 ` xq ´ x logpxq.
The number of blocks may be reduced at a fixed rated
(e.g. 50%) at each block-merge phase until the Fibonacci
3-point bracket is established. At any given stage of the
search for optimal number of blocks, the past partition
with the closest and higher number of blocks is used to
begin the block-merge moves, followed by the MCMC
nodal updates, to find the best partition at the targeted
number of blocks. Figure 2 shows the partition at selected stages of the algorithm on a 500 node graph:
The baseline partition algorithm for this challenge,
with its rigorous statistical foundation, is ideal for processing streaming graph data. Good partitions found
on the graph at a previous state are samples on the
posterior distribution of the partition, which can be used
as starting partitions for the graph at the current state
with additional nodes and edges. This has the natural
Bayesian interpretation of the posterior distribution from
ˆ

˙

ˆ

ÿ

(a) 250 blocks

(b) 32 blocks

(c) 8 blocks

(d) 4 blocks

Fig. 2. Partitions at selected stages of the algorithm, with the nodes
colored and shaped according to their block assignments. The algorithm begins with too many blocks (i.e. over partition) and performs
block-merges and nodal updates as it searches for the optimal partition.
The Fibonacci search eventually converges to the partition with the
optimal number of blocks, which is shown in (c) with 8 blocks.

a previous state serving as the prior distribution on the
current state, as additional data on the graph arrives.
Lastly, the algorithm description in this section is
for directed graphs. Very minor modifications can be
applied for undirected graphs that have no impact on
the computational requirement. These minor differences
are documented in Peixoto’s papers [13], [14], [15].
IV. PARALLEL C OMPUTATION S TRATEGIES
Significant speed up of the baseline partition algorithm
is the primary focus of this graph challenge, and is
necessary for computation on large graphs. Since the
same core computation, described in Algorithm 1 in
Appendix A, is repeated for each block and each node,
parallelizing this core computation across the blocks
and nodes provides a way to speed up the computation
potentially by the order of the number of processors
available. This section first discusses the correctness in
parallelizing the MCMC updates. It then examines some
of the parallel computation schemes for the baseline
algorithm, with their respective advantages and requirements.
A. Correctness of Parallel MCMC Updates
The block-merge moves are readily parallelizable,
since each of the potential merge move is evaluated

based on the previous partition and the best merges
are carried out. However, the nodal block assignment
updates are not so straight forward, since it relies on
MCMC through Gibbs sampling which is by nature a
sequential algorithm where each node is updated one
at a time. Parallelizing MCMC updates is an area of
rising interest, with the increasing demand to perform
Bayesian inference on large data sets. Running the
baseline partition algorithm on large graphs is a perfect
example of this need. Very recently, researchers have
proposed to use asynchronous Gibbs sampling as a way
to parallelize MCMC updates [23], [24]. In asynchronous
Gibbs sampling, the parameters are updated in parallel and asynchronous fashion without any dependency
constraint. In [24], a proof is given to show that when
the parameters in the MCMC sparsely influence one
another (i.e. the Dobrushin’s condition), asynchronous
Gibbs is able to converge quickly to the correct distribution. It is difficult to show analytically that the MCMC
nodal updates here satisfy the Dobrushin’s condition.
However, since the graph is typically quite sparse, the
block assignment on each node influences one another
sparsely. This gives intuition on the adequacy of parallel
MCMC updates for the baseline partition algorithm. In
fact, parallel MCMC updates based on one-iteration-old
block assignments have shown to result in equally good
partitions compared to the sequential updates for all of
the preliminary tests conducted so far.
B. Parallel Updates on Nodes and Blocks
An intuitive and straight-forward parallel computation
scheme is to evaluate each block-merge and update each
nodal block assignment (i.e. Algorithm 1 in Appendix A)
in a distributed fashion across multiple processors. The
block-merge evaluation is readily parallelizable since
the computation is based on the previous partition. The
MCMC nodal updates can be parallelized using the
one-iteration-old block assignments, essentially approximating the true conditional posterior distribution with:
´
ppbi |b´
´i , Gq. The conditional block assignments, b´i ,
may be more “fresh” if asynchronous Gibbs sampling
is used so that some newly updated assignments may
become available to be used for updates on later nodes.
In any case, once all the nodes have been updated
in the current iteration, all the new block assignments
are gathered and their modifications on the inter-block
edge count matrix aggregated (this can also be done
in parallel). These new block assignments and the new
inter-block edge count matrix are then available for the
next iteration of MCMC updates.
C. Batch Updates Using Matrix Operations
Given an efficient parallelized implementation of
large-scale matrix operations, one may consider carrying

out Algorithm 1 as much as possible with batch computation using matrix operations [25]. Such matrix operations in practice perform parallel computation across all
nodes simultaneously.
Under this computation paradigm, the block assignments are represented as a sparse N ˆ B binary matrix
Γ, where each row πi is an indicator vector with a
value of one at the block it is assigned to and zeros
everywhere else. This representation results in simple
matrix products for the inter-block edge counts:
‚

M “ ΓTAΓ

(5)

The contributions of node i of block assignment r to the
inter-block edge count matrix row r and column r are:
∆M row,i “ Ai Γ

(6)

“ ATi Γ

(7)

‚

∆M `
col,i‚

‚

‚

These contributions are needed for computing the acceptance probabilities of the nodal block assignment
proposals, which makes up a large part of the overall
computation requirement.
Algorithm 2 in Appendix B is a batch implementation
of the nodal updates described in Algorithm 1. The interblock edge counts under each of the N proposal are
represented using a 3D matrix M of size N ˆ B ˆ B.
For clarity, computations of the acceptance probabilities
involving the inter-block edge counts and degrees are
specified using tensor notation. Note that much of these
computations may be avoided with clever implementations. For example:
‚

‚

‚

‚

If the proposed block assignment for a node is
the same as its previous assignment, its acceptance
probability does not need to be computed.
New proposals only change two rows and columns
of the inter-block edge count matrix, corresponding
to moving the counts from the old block to the
new block, so most of the entries in M are simply
copies of M ´ .
The inter-block edge count matrix should be sparse,
especially when there is a large number of communities, since most communities do not interact with
one another. This gives additional opportunity for
speeding up operations on this matrix.
Similarly, each node is likely to connect with only a
few different communities (i.e. blocks). Therefore,
changes by each nodal proposal on the inter-block
edge count matrix will only involve a few selected rows and columns. Limiting the computation
of change in log posterior, ∆S, to these rows
and columns may result in significant computation
speedup.

V. M ETRICS
An essential part of this graph challenge is a canonical set of metrics for comprehensive evaluation of the
partition algorithm implementation by each participating
team. The evaluation should report both the correctness
of the partitions produced, as well as the computational
requirements, efficiency, and complexity of the implementations. For streaming graphs, evaluation should be
done at each stage of the streaming processing, for
example, the length of time it took for the algorithm
to finish processing the graph after the first two parts of
the graph become available, and the correctness of the
output partition on the available parts so far. Efficient
implementations of the partition algorithm leverage partitions from previous stages of the streaming graph to
“jump start” the partition at the current stage.
A. Correctness Metrics
The true partition of the graph is available in this
challenge, since the graph is generated with a stochastic
block structure, as described in Section II. Therefore,
correctness of the output partition by the algorithm implementation can be evaluated against the true partition.
On the hybrid graphs where a generated graph is embedded within a real-world graph with no available true
partition, correctness is only evaluated on the generated
part.
Evaluation of the output partition (i.e. clustering)
against the true partition is well established in existing
literature and a good overview can be found in [26].
Widely-adopted metrics fall under three general categories: unit counting, pair-wise counting, and information theoretic metrics. The challenge in this paper adopts
all of them for comprehensiveness and recommends the
pairwise precision-recall as the primary correctness metric for its holistic evaluation and intuitive interpretation.
Computation of the correctness metrics described in
this section are implemented in Python and shared as
a resource for the participants at GraphChallenge.org.
Table I provides a simple example to demonstrate each
metric, where each cell in row i and column j is the
count of nodes belonging to truth block i and reported
in output block j.
TABLE I
C ONTINGENCY TABLE OF TRUE VS . OUTPUT PARTITION

Truth A
Truth B
Total

Output A
30
1
31

Output B
2
20
22

Output C
0
3
3

Total
32
24
56

In this example, the nodes are divided into two blocks
in the true partition, but divided into three blocks in

the output partition. Therefore, this is an example of
over-clustering (i.e. too many blocks). The diagonal
cells shaded in green here represent the nodes that
are correctly partitioned whereas the off-diagonal cells
shaded in pink represent the nodes with some kind of
partition error.
1) Unit Counting Metrics: The most intuitive metric
is perhaps the overall accuracy, specifically the percentage of nodes correctly partitioned. This is simply the
fraction of the total count that belong to the diagonal
entries of the contingency table after the truth blocks
and the output blocks have been optimally associated to
maximize the diagonal entries, typically using a linear
assignment algorithm [27]. In this example, the overall
accuracy is simply 50{66 “ 89%. While this one single
number provides an intuitive overall score, it does not
account for the types and distribution of errors. For
example, truth block B in Table I has three nodes
incorrectly split into output block C. If instead, these
three nodes were split one-by-one into output block C,D,
and E, a worse case of over-clustering would have taken
place. The overly simplified accuracy cannot make this
differentiation.
A way to capture more details on the types and
distribution of errors is to report block-wise precisionrecall. Block-wise precision is the fraction of correctly identified nodes for each output block (e.g.
Precision(Output A) “ 30{31) and the block-wise recall
is the fraction of correctly identified nodes for each truth
block (e.g. Recall(Truth B) “ 20{24). The block-wise
precision-recall present a intuitive score for each of the
truth and output blocks, and can be useful for diagnosing
the block-level behavior of the implementation. However, it does not provide a global measure on correctness.
2) Pairwise Counting Metrics: Measuring the level
of agreement between the truth and the output partition
by considering every pair of nodes has a long history
within the clustering community [28], [29]. The basic
idea is simple, by considering every pair of nodes which
belongs to one of the following four categories: 1.) in
the same truth block and the same output block, 2.) in
different truth blocks and different output blocks, 3.) in
the same truth block but different output blocks, and
4.) in different truth blocks but the same output block.
Category 1.) and 2.) are the cases of agreements between
the truth and the output partition, whereas categories
3.) and 4.) indicate disagreements. An intuitive overall
score on the level of agreement is the fraction of all
pairs belonging to category 1.) and 2.), known as the
Rand index [28]. [29] proposes the adjusted Rand index
with a correction to account for the expected value of
the index by random chance, to provide a fairer metric
across different data sets. Categories 4.) and 3.) can be
interpreted as type I (i.e. false positives) and type II (i.e.

false negative) errors, if one considers a “positive” case
to be where the pair belongs to the same block. The
pairwise precision-recall metrics [30] can be computed
as:
#Category 1
Pairwise-precision “
#Category 1 ` #Category 4
(8)
Pairwise-recall “

#Category 1
#Category 1 ` #Category 3

(9)

Pairwise-precision considers all the pairs reported as
belonging to the same output block and measures the
fraction of them being correct, whereas pairwise-recall
considers all the pairs belonging to the same truth block
and measures the fraction of them reported as belonging
to the same output block. In the example of Table I,
the pairwise-precision is about 90% and the pairwiserecall about 81%, which indicates this to be a case
of over-clustering with more Type II errors. Although
pairwise counting is somewhat arbitrary, it does present
holistic and intuitive measures on the overall level of
agreement between the output and the true partition. For
the challenge, the pairwise precision-recall will serve
as the primary metrics for evaluating correctness of the
output partition.
3) Information Theoretic Metrics: In recent years,
holistic and rigorous metrics have been proposed based
on information theory, for evaluating partitions and clusterings [26], [31]. Specifically, these metrics are based
on the information content of the partitions measured
in Shannon entropy. Naturally, information theoretic
precision-recall metrics can be computed as:
Information-precision “
Information-recall “

IpT ; Oq
HpOq

IpT ; Oq
HpT q

partition. However, the information theoretic quantities
may not be as intuitive to some and the metrics tend to
be harsh, as even a small number of errors often lower
the metrics significantly.
B. Computational Metrics
The following metrics should be reported by the
challenge participants to characterize the computational
requirements of their implementations.
‚ Total number of edges in the graph (E): This measures
the amount of data processed.
‚ Execution time: The total amount of time taken for the
implementation to complete the partition, in seconds.
‚ Rate: This metric measures the throughput of the
implementation, in the number of edges processed
over execution time (E/second). Figure 3 shows the
preliminary results on this metric between four different implementations of the partition algorithm, when
run on a desktop with 16-core 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon
processors and 128 GB of 1066 MHz DDR3 SDRAM.
The four implementations are: 1.) C++ sequential
implementation, 2.) C++ parallel implementation [20],
3.) Python sequential implementation without sparse
matrices, and 4.) Python sequential implementation
with sparse matrices. Since the algorithm complexity
is super-linear, the rate drops as the size of the graph
increases, with a slope matching the change in rate
according to the analytical complexity of the algorithm,
OpE log2 Eq.

(10)

(11)

where IpT ; Oq is the mutual information between truth
partition T and the output partition O, and HpOq is the
entropy (i.e. information content) of the output partition.
Using the information theoretic measures, precision is
defined as the fraction of the output partition information
that is true, and recall is defined as the fraction of
the truth partition information captured by the output
partition. In the example of Table I, the information
theoretic precision is about 57% and recall about 71%.
The precision is lower than the recall because of the extra
block in the output partition introducing information
content that does not correspond to the truth. The information theoretic precision-recall provide a rigorous and
comprehensive measure of the correctness of the output

Fig. 3. Processing rate for four different implementations of the
baseline algorithm across graphs of increasing size. Overall, the slope
of the rates follow the complexity of the algorithm, OpE log2 Eq.

The C++ implementation is about an order of magnitude faster than the Python implementation. With
parallel updates, the C++ implementation gains another
order of magnitude in rate when the graph is large
enough. The Python implementation without sparse

‚

‚

‚

‚

matrices suffers in performance on larger graphs due to
the inefficiency of the dense matrix representation. The
Python implementation with sparse matrices attempts
to address this issue, but it runs very slowly due to
the lack of a fast implementation of sparse matrices
in Python. All four implementations are available at
GraphChallenge.org.
Energy consumption in watts: The total amount of
energy consumption for the computation.
Rate per energy: This metric captures the throughput
achieved per unit of energy consumed, measured in
E/second/Watt.
Memory requirement: The amount of memory required
to execute the implementation.
Processor requirement: The number and type of processors used to execute the implementation.

C. Implementation Complexity Metric
‚

Total lines-of-code count: This measure the complexity
of the implementation. SCLC [32] and CLOC [33]
are open source line counters that can be used for
this metric. The Python demonstration code for this
challenge has a total of 569 lines. The C++ open source
implementation is a part of a bigger package, so it is
difficult to count the lines on just the graph partition.
VI. S UMMARY

This paper gives a detailed description of the graph
partition challenge, its statistical foundation in the
stochastic blockmodels, and comprehensive metrics to
evaluate the correctness, computational requirements,
and complexity of the competing algorithm implementations. This paper also recommends strategies for massively parallelizing the computation of the algorithm in
order to achieve scalability for large graphs. Theoretical
arguments for the correctness of the parallelization are
also given. Our hope is that this challenge will provide a
helpful resource to advance state-of-the-art performance
and foster community collaboration in the important and
challenging problem of graph partition on large graphs.
Data sets and source code for the algorithm as well
as metrics, with detailed documentation are available at
GraphChallenge.org.
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A PPENDIX A: PARTITION A LGORITHM P SEUDOCODE
Algorithm 1: Block Assignment Update At Each Node i
´
input : b´
i , bNi : current block labels for node i and its neighbors Ni
´
M : current B ˆ B inter-block edge count matrix
AiNi , ANi i : edges between i and all its neighbors
output: b`
i : the new block assignment for node i

// propose a block assignment
obtain the current block assignment r “ b´
i
draw a random edge of i which connects with a neighbor j, obtain its block assignment u “ b´
j
draw a uniform random variable x1 „ Uniformp0, 1q
if x1 ď d´B`B then
u
// with some probability, propose randomly for exploration
propose b`
i “ s by drawing s randomly from t1, 2, ..., Bu
else
// otherwise, propose by multinomial
´
¯ draw from neighboring blocks to u
M ´ `M ´

u
u
propose b`
i “ s from MultinomialDraw
d´
u
end
// accept or reject the proposals
if s “ r then
´
return b`
i “ bi // proposal is the same as the old assignment. done!
else
compute M ` under proposal (update only rows and cols r and s, on entries for blocks connected to i)
compute proposal probabilities
for the
”
ı Hastings correction:
”
ı
´
´
`
ř
ř
Mts
`Mst
`1
M ` `Mrt
`1
prÑs “ tPtb´ u Kit d´ `B
and psÑr “ tPtb´ u Kit trd` `B
Ni
Ni
t
t
compute change in log„posterior (t1ˆand t2 only ˙need to cover ˆ
rows and cols
˙r and s):
ř
Mt´ t
Mt` t
´
`
` Mt1 t2 log d´ 1d´2
∆S “ t1 ,t2 ´Mt1 t2 log d` 1d`2
‚

‚

t1 ,out t2 ,in

compute probability of”acceptance:
ı
sÑr
paccept “ min expp´β∆Sq pprÑs
,1
draw a uniform random variable x3 „ Uniformp0, 1q
if x3 ď paccept then
return b`
// accept the proposal
i “s
else
return b`
// reject the proposal
i “r
end
end

t1 ,out t2 ,in

A PPENDIX B: M ATRIX -BASED BATCH U PDATE P SEUDOCODE
Algorithm 2: Batch Assignment Update for All Nodes
input : Γ´ : current block assignment matrix for all nodes
M ´ : current B ˆ B inter-block edge count matrix
A: graph adjacency matrix
output: Γ` : new block assignments for all nodes
// propose new block assignments
compute node degrees: k “ pA ` AT q1
´
´
´
´T
compute block degrees: d´
1 ; d´ “ d´
out “ M 1 ; din “ M
out ` din
compute probability for drawing each neighbor: PNbr “ RowDividepA ` AT , kq
draw neighbors (Nbr is a binary selection matrix): Nbr “ MultinomialDrawpPrn q
compute probability of uniform random proposal: pUnifProp “ Nbr Γ´Bd´ `B
T
compute probability of block transition: PBlkTran “ RowDividepM ´ ` M ´ , d´ q
´
compute probability of block transition proposal: PBlkProp “ Nbr Γ PBlkTran
propose new assignments uniformly: ΓUnif “ UniformDrawpB, N q
propose new assignments from neighborhood: ΓNbr “ MultinomialDrawpPBlkProp q
draw N Uniformp0, 1q random variables x
compute which proposal to use for each node: IUnifProp “ x ď pUnifProp
select block assignment proposal for each node:
ΓP “ RowMultiplypΓUnif , IUnifProp q ` RowMultiplypΓNbr , p1 ´ IUnifProp qq
// accept or reject the proposals
`
´
T ´
compute change in edge counts by row and col: ∆M `
row “ AΓ ; ∆M col “ A Γ
update edge count matrix for each proposal: (resulting matrix is N ˆ P ˆ P ):
`
`
`
`
´
´
´
P
P
M`
ijk “ Mjk ´ Γij ∆M row,ik ` Γij ∆M row,ik ´ Γik ∆M col,ij ` Γik ∆M col,ij
update block degrees for each
proposal: (resulting
is N ˆ P ):
ř matrix
`
`
`
´ř
P
Dout,ij
“ d´
´
Γ
∆M
`
Γ
∆M
ij
ij
out,j
row,ik
row,ik
k
k
ř
`
`
`
´ř
P
Din,ij
“ d´
in,j ´ Γij
k ∆M col,ik
k ∆M col,ik ` Γij
compute the ”proposal probabilities for Hastings correction (N ˆ 1 vectors):
ı
T
prÑs “ ppNbr Γ´ q ˝ pΓP M ´ ` ΓP M ´ ` 1q ˝ RepMatp d´1`B , N q 1
”
ı
`T
1
´
psÑr,i “ ppNbr Γ´ q ˝ pΓ´ M`
` 1q ˝ D` `D
1
`
i ` Γ Mi
out
in `B
compute change in log posterior (only need to operate on the impacted rows and columns corresponding to r,
s, and the neighboring
blocksˆto i):
˙
˙
ˆ
„
´
ř
Mjk
M`
´
`
ijk
∆S i “ jk ´Mijk log D` `D`
` Mjk log d´ `d´
‚‚

out,ij

‚‚

in,ik

out,j

in,k

compute probabilities
” of accepting the proposal (N
ı ˆ 1 vector):
1
pAccept “ min expp´β∆Sq ˝ psÑr ˝ prÑs
,1
draw N Uniformp0, 1q random variable xAccept
compute which proposals to accept: IAccept “ xAccept ď pAccept
return Γ` “ RowMultiplypΓP , IAccept q ` RowMultiplypΓ´ , p1 ´ IAccept qq

A PPENDIX C: L IST OF N OTATIONS

updating node i
Nbr : Matrix of N ˆ N elements where each row Nbr,i
is a binary indicator vector with 1 only at j,
indicating that j is selected when updating i
pUnifProp : Vector of N elements representing the probability of uniform proposal when updating each node
PBlkTran : Matrix of BˆB elements where each element
PBlkTran,ij is the probability of landing in block j
when randomly traversing an edge from block i
PBlkProp : Matrix of N ˆ B elements where each element PBlkProp,ij is the probability of proposing
block assignment j for node i
ΓUnif : Block assignment matrix from uniform proposal
across all blocks. It has N ˆB elements where each
row ΓUnif,i is a binary indicator vector with 1 only
at the block node i is assigned to
ΓNbr : Block assignment matrix from neighborhood proposal. It has N ˆ B elements where each row
ΓUnif,i is a binary indicator vector with 1 only at
the block node i is assigned to
IUnifProp : Binary vector of N elements with 1 at each
node taking the uniform proposal and 0 at each node
taking the neighborhood proposal
IAccept : Binary vector of N elements with 1 at each
node where the proposal is accepted and 0 where
the proposal is rejected
Uniformpx, yq: Uniform distribution with range from x
to y
δtk : Dirac delta function which equals 1 if t “ k and 0
otherwise.
RowDividepA, bq: Matrix operator that divides each
row of matrix A by the corresponding element in
vector b
RowMultiplypA, bq: Matrix operator that multiplies
each row of matrix A by the corresponding element
in vector b
UniformDrawpB, N q: Uniformly choose an element
from t1, 2, ..., Bu as the block assignment N times
for each node, and return a N ˆ B matrix where
each row i is a binary indicator vector with 1 only
at j, indicating node i is assigned block j
MutinomialDrawpPBlkProp q: For each row of the proposal probability matrix PBlkProp,i , draw an block
according to the multinomial probability vector
PBlkProp,i and return a N ˆ B matrix where each
row i is a binary indicator vector with 1 only at j,
indicating node i is assigned block j
‚

Below is a list of notations used in this document:
N : Number of nodes in the graph
B: Number of blocks in the partition
A: Adjacency matrix of size N ˆ N , where Aij is the
edge weight from node i to j
k: Node degree vector of N elements, where ki is the
total (i.e. both in and out) degree of node i
K: Node degree matrix of N ˆ B elements, where kit
is the total number of edges between node i and
block t
Ni : Neighborhood of node i, which is a set containing
all the neighbors of i
´
: Superscript that denotes any variable from the previous MCMC iteration
`
: Superscript that denotes any updated variable in the
current MCMC iteration
b: Block assignment vector of N elements where bi is
the block assignment for node i
Γ: Block assignment matrix of N ˆ B elements where
each row Γi is a binary indicator vector with 1
only at the block node i is assigned to. ΓP is the
proposed block assignment matrix.
M : Inter-block edge count matrix of size B ˆB, where
Mij is the number of edges from block i to j
`
M : Updated inter-block edge count matrix for each
proposal, of size N ˆ B ˆ B
∆M `
row{col : Row and column updates to the inter-block
edge count matrix, for each proposal. This matrix
is of size N ˆ B.
din : In-degree vector of B elements, where din,i is the
number of edges into block i
dout : Out-degree count vector of B elements, where
dout,i is the number of edges out of block i
d: Total edge count vector of B elements, where di is
the total number of edges into and out of block i.
d “ din ` dout
`
Din{out
: In and out edge count matrix for each block,
on each proposal. It is of size N ˆ B
∆S: The difference in log posterior between the previous block assignment and the new proposed assignment
β: Learning rate of the MCMC
prÑs : Probability of proposing block s on the node to
be updated which currently is in block r
pAccept : Probability of accepting the proposed block on
the node
PNbr : Matrix of N ˆ N elements where each element
PN br,ij is the probability of selecting node j when
‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

